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University Council Ratification
Academic Plan Anticipated Tomorrow Night
Gov't Suggests

By
EDITOR'S NOTE :The following statement baa been released
by Student Government President PhWp Howe and the Ex·
eeotlve Board to the Student A.uoelaUon.

The academic side of the student's life has all too frequently
been neglected by the Student Govermnent. This year, however,
with an Academic Forum composed of many activist members of
the Student Association, and a Legislature that seeks to implement
necessary reforms in this field, the Student Government will no
longer be forgetting this important aspect of student life.
Your President and Executive Board have been discussing
this topic at recent meetings, and have recognized a need for some
firm direction and suggestions for the Student Association to support in altering the academic structure of our life at Fairfield.
We, then, put forward for your perusal and discussion what we
feel are valua-ble and concrete reforms:
1. The institution of a course and teacher evaluation survey
to be conducted yearly, which will be the opening statement of
expanded teacher-student dialogue. As the Fourth Annual Jesuit
Student Body Presidents' Conference said last year on the subject:
The purpose of a course-teacher evaluation
is to improve the academic atmosphere of the
college community. This entails a two-fold responsibility. First, results should be published
subject to the needs of the individual colleges
and distributed to the student body to enable
them to make the most reasonable selection of
courses and teachers possible. Second, the responsibility to improve faculty methods should be
recognized.
2. The burden of two final examinations in the same day
should be eliminated forever. No student can give adequate attention or preparation to a subject if he has to take two examinations in one day, especially if he had one the previous afternoon
also.
3. An optional pass-fail system should be instituted for the
1969-1970 academic year, in Art, Music, Business Communications, and Theology. The student should have the option to take
the letter grade or a pass-fail, keeping in mind that graduate
schools must have the letter grade at admission time. This system, in the above courses, wlll eliminate grade seeking and the
resultant stress on students; and will serve to encourage students
to enrich their education by taking courses which they might
otherwise be discouraged from taking, or not enjoy taking, if
mandatory.
4. Only six theology and nine philosophy credits should be
required. The twelve credits not required for both subjects preConUoued on Page S
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The formation and realization of the proposed University Council, which was
supposed to go before the Student Government Legislature for ratification at
their first meeting, is currently pigeon holed in the Legislative Sub-Committee
which is handling the student consideratic.n of the University Council's approval.
On St:ptember 25, it appeared
as though the University Council would have been in effect by
the middle of October. However, because the Sub-Committee cannot get its members to
meet and formally present the
draft to the Legislature, the
movement towards putting the
University Council into motion
has slowed down considerably.
Before Legislature
Student Government President Philip Howe indicated that
the proposal is due for presentation tomorrow at the Legislature Meeting. Mr. Howe
"hoped" that the deadlin.e would
be met, which it will if the proposal can go through Committee before the meeting. Mr.
Howe also added that the Faculty and the Administration are
awaiting Legislative action on
the proposal. Mr. Howe anticipated no trouble in securing
an approval by the Faculty, and
said that he was "sure" that the
Administration would accept the
proposal immediately.
Once the University Council
is in operation, its representatives will consider the "specific
areas of educational practices,
admission, scholarships, and
student health and welfare.
The University Council's decisions have no binding authority but Its recommendations for change and innovation would have a considerable
amount of weight with the administration.

Beirut U. President
Discusses Arab World
By PATRICK K. LONG
ManagiDg EcUtor

"The· American Student In
the Arab World" will be diacussed by Dr. Samuel B. Kirkwood, President of the Amero
ican University in Beirut, Lebanon, at Fairfield's fourth Bel·
larmine Lecture of the year
this Monday, November 25 at
8:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Oak Room.
Dr. Kirkwood, who graduated from Harvard's Medical
School, served as Resident In
Gynecology in Brookline's Free
Hospital for Women and Resi·
dent in Obstetrics in Boston's
Lying-In Hospital.
MecUcal Background

As a faculty member at Hal'o

vard University he taught
courses in Obstetrics, Maternal
Health and International Health.
Besides his teaching role, Dr.
Kirkwood also kept up a private practice in obstetrics and
gynecology.
His many publications in the
field of medicine include articles
in the New England Journal of
Medicine, Postgraduate Medl·
clne, Progress Magazine, Western J ournal of Obstetrics aDd

SAMUEL B. KmKWOOD

Gynecology and The American
Journal of Publlc Health.
In addition, Dr. Kirkwood
has co-authored n u m e r ou s
books including "Nutrition Studies Dur:ing Pregnancy" and
"The Influence of Nutrition
During Pregnancy Upon the
ConUnoed on Pace 1

New CoTnTnittee Focuses on Non-academic Student Life
By DUANE McDONALD

Tomorrow evening the Legislature is scheduled to act on
nominations for Student mem·
bers of the Faculty StudentLife Committee. The nominees
are Thomas Quackenbush '69,
Kevin Brady '70, and Thomas
Mitchell '71. Philip Howe, Stuaent Government President,
who made the nominations,
sees little reason why they
should not be approved. He
said that he had chosen them
carefully and felt that they
represented a "good cross-section of student views."
In addition to the three students, flve faculty members will
sit on the committee. They are
Mr. Paul Davis, Mr. Carmen
Donnarwnma, and Frs. William
carr, Albert Reddy, and Vln-

cent Burns, who are dormitory
prefects. Mr. Robert Griffin,
Dean of Student Services, and
Mr. Ronald Bianchi, Assistant
Dean, will also be voting members. The Director of Medical
Services, Dr. Sal Santella, will
take part and vote when health
and welfare services are being
discussed.
The purpose of the Commit·
tee, in the words of the 1968
Faculty Handbook, is "to study
and make recommendations concerning all non-academic aspects of student life: extracurricular activities, student health
and welfare services, food serv·
ices, dormitories, undergraduate conduct, and to cooperate in
the administration of a code of
conduct."
Philip Howe emphasized that

the committee will serve only
in an advisory capacity. Its

main purpose, he believes, will
be "to aid the faculty in understanding the students' ideas
and problems and to help the
two groups communicate better
with each other."
He also said that the committee does not want to interfere with the actions or powers
of two other proposed bodies:
the proposed University Council or the Disciplinary Review
Board. These two, since they
contain representatives from all
three sections of the university
community, should be considered most able to deal effectively with students' problems,
he said.
The S tu d e n t Government
President also stressed that the

committee will not concern I~
self with academic matters or
academic problems of individual
students.
In more detail, the group will
deal with Student Activities in
the following areas: "to evaluate the total program of student activities, facilities, activities calendar, with a special
emphasis on the amount of participation of students in such
activities; to appoint one of the
two faculty members on the
Student Publications Board; to
recommend to the faculty
changes in policies regarding
eligibility for participation in
student activities."
The second concern will be
health and welfare services, including the food service. The
Committee's final function will

be the consideration of undergraduate conduct in these four
areas: 1.) To regularly discuss
and make recommendations to
the faculty and then, on its approval, to the appropriate agencies concerning dormitory lif.e
on campus and the well-being
of boarders off-campus. 2.) To
make recommendations
concerning regulations governing the general conduct of undergraduates. 3.) To cooperate
with the Student Govermnent
in the maintenance of morale
on campus and of satisfactory
standards of conduct on the
part of all undergraduates. 4.)
To recommend to the appropriate agencies policies concerning
dismissals and other penalties
ConUnoed on Pagt~ 1
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Campus News
CHESS CLUB
The Fairfield U n i v e r s i t y
Chess Club will hold its first
meeting of the 1968-69 academic year on Tuesday November
26 at 3:30 p.m. in Canisius 15.
All players, advanced and beginners are welcome tD join. Instruction in the art of chess can
be provided for begjnners. A
greatly expanded program of
activities is scheduled for the
coming year. The club hopes
to have exhibitions given by
well-known Connecticut chess
personalities, notably Mr. William Edwards and Mr. James
Bolton. Also a team will be
chosen as soon as possible to
play other clubs and intra-club
tournaments are planned. In addition, one may enjoy a game
of chess by attending the meetings. Professor Robert Bolger
will moderate the club and
Professors Berrone, McCarthy,
O'Connor, and Grossman have
also expressed interest in the
club. All students and faculty
members interested are urged ·
to bring a chess set and board,
if possible, on Tuesday.

loan office is now in operation
for the 68-69 school year. Any
student, provided that he holds
an Activities Card, will be able
to procure a personal loan of up
to $30. The hours of the Loan
Office located in the Student
Government office are as
follows: Monday and Thursday
2-4 p.m.• and Tuesday and Wednesday 3-4 p.m. Loans also may
be obtained any evening from
7-9 p.m. from Donald Schmidt
in Regis G-2.

• • •
CLASSICS LECTURE

Dr, Vincent J. Rosivach,
Classics Department, will lecture on "Some Documents in
Mycenaean B" tomorrow afternoon at 2:10 in Loyola 123.

ST~e,
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'Philadelphia Here I Come'
Will Offer Unique Staging
With only three weeks remaining the Fairfield University Players Company is progressing steadily in its preparations for its up-coming prodqction of Brian Friel's "Philadelphia, Here I Come!", which
opens December 5th.

in tbe necessity of portray.
within each character an
loner conftlct masked in outward humor.

Ues
log

Challenge Overcome
Mr. Emerich, confident that
his cast can overcome this
challenge, has predicted that
Compelllng Comedy
"Philadelphia" will be one of
the most. successful presenta"Philadelphia" is a vibrant tions in the· history of the Uniand compelling comedy a}>out a versity Playhouse.
young man's farewell to his
In all theatrical productions.
youth in a stagnant Irish village the setting is intrinsic to the
life as he sets out for his own message of the play. "Philadiscovery of the new world.
delph:a, Here I Come!", will
Mr. Robert G. Emerich, the offer a unique setting.
Unique Setting
resident director of tbe Players
company for over a decade, has
Mr. Robert G. Emerich, difound "Philadelphia" one of tbe rector of the Players Company.
most challenging plays of his has planned to combine tradidlrectln&' career. The challenge tional theatre props with nou-

• • •
STUDENT LOANS

On November 11, the Student
Goverrirnent announced that the

Social Committee
Plans Revealed
·By DAVID McVITI'IE
The Social Committee here at
Fairfield has recently informed
the campus of the up.coming
Peter, Paul & Mary ·concert.
The folk group will perform in
the front gym on Thursday,
December 5 at 9:30 p.m. Dale
Swanson, chairman of the committee, disclosed that all tickets
will be sold ·at $5.00, except to
those students with an activity
card, who will only pay $4.00

Mr. Swanson also stated plans
for a concert in February, although he had no definite group
in mind as yet. This evening,
combined with a "ski-day" to be
held another weekend in February - will replace the traditional Mardi Gras festivities.
The ski-day is to consist of a
full day on the slopes followed
by a beer mixer in the evening.
Powder Hill, in Middlefield,
Conn., is the tentative location
and Marymount, Manhattanville, New Rochelle and possibly
Good Counsel are the colleges
which will be invited.
Lastly on his 'as-yet-tentative• calender, Mr. Swanson
announced a "Social Saturday"
to take place in the Spring. The
affair would consist .of busing
two to three hundred students
to a girls' college, most likely
Manhattanville, for the day. At
the college there would be a
Rugby game in the afternoon,
followed by a cook-out dinner,
and topped-off with a beer
mixer that night.
"There are other activities
coming up in the future, but
are too tentative to publicize as·
yet," affirmed the chairman of
the Social Committee.

PAPER TIGERS NEED .NOT APPLY.
Than ks, but they're just not our type.
Young engineers who join us are expected
to move in on some rather formidable
programs .. . with alacrity and lots of
gusto. And a willingness to assume early
responsibilities on demanding assign·
ments is an attribute which we welcome
warmly. It's the kind of engineering ag·
gressiveness that has brought Sikorsky
Aircraft to dominant stature in a new
world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems.
If our criteria parallel your outlook, you'll
find an excellent career environment with
us. You would enjoy working (with a
select group) on exciting, full-spectrum
systems development. And you can watch
your talent and imagination assume
reality in such diverse forms as Heavy·
Lift Skycranes-Tilt Rotor TransportsHigh-Speed VTOL Commercial Trans·
ports- and mu_cli more for tomorrow.

Does this responsibility stir your imagina·
tion? Then you probably should be with
us. There's ample opportunity for innova·
tion in: aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls •
structures engineering • weight prediction • systems analysis • operations
research • reliability/ maintainability
engineering • autonavigation systems
• computer technologY • manufacturing engineering • information systems
• marketing ... and more.
And your career advancement can be
materially assisted through our corporationfinanced Graduate Study Program-avail-

able at many outstanding schools within
our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for
campus interview dates-or-for further
information, write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy,
Professional and Technical Employment.

veau techniques. By utilizing
space-staging he intends to ef·
fectively create the atmosphere
of the multi-set play. The audience will find that the trio of
raked circular platforms add a
new dimension to modern theatre experience.
Against this background the
ambivalent character of Gareth
O'Donnell will be presented. Mr.
Emerich was, at first, concerned
about .~e casting of the two
characters who, between them,
play the public and private
sides of the same character. He
thought he might have trouble
find :ng look-alikes of the same
build, age, and coloring to portray different aspects of the
same men. It turned out to be
no problem at all.

•
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Language Dept. Sponsors
Summer European ·Session
In the summer of 1969, for a perio d of seven weeks from June 29 to August
17 Fairfield U. will sponsor coeducational . summer sessions in French, Spanish,

and German, t o be held in Versailles, France,. Madrid, Spa~n, and Vienna, Austria.
Dr. Frank Bukvic, Professor John Kolakowski, and Rev. V1ctor Leeber, S.J., of the
Department of Modern Langua~es, directors of. the ~rou~s, hav~ arranged fC?r.
classroom and living accommodations at t he J esuit Umvers1ty Residence Hall m
Vienna, the .Ecole Ste. Genevieve in Versaifles, and the Colegio Mayor in Madrid.
INTERESTEDT

COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT TO THE
MAILROOM.
Fairfield University
European Summer Program
I, .................. . ............... , wish to register
for the European Summer Program conducted by Falrfteld
University. I enclose $5.00 (five) being the registration fee.
Yours sincerely,

Gov 't Academic Plan
Continued from P ace 1
vent the acquisition of a minor field of study in other subjects;
for instance, a'n economics minor to complement a major field of
study in history. The number of courses available for the major
field of study is restricted by the ti.qle periods being taken by
mandatory theology and philosophy courses. It should be noted
.that these subjects are necessary for a well-balanced liberal education, but not to the mandatory degree as now. We wo)lld suggest
that in each field a general survey course be given freshman year,
and that a sound course in the Bible be presented, also. The electives in each field could then be specific areas of study.
5. Elective courses in a student's major field of study should
not be squeezed into one or two class.periods, so that the student
might have a better choice of subject matter.
6. A definite effort must be made to speed the distribution of
grades. Computerization would help, ·b ut the real fault lies with
the faculty, some of whom are altogether too slow in handing in
marks to the Dean's Office. Added clerical help in the Dean's
Office, with secretaries to handle grades, and a separate recep.
tionist to handle appointments and telephone calls would help the
process greatly. A system should be established whereby those
students on academic probation and/or in danger of failing out of
school for other academic reasons be given priority and notified
quickly so that they have a fair chance to enter another college
quickly, or are able to exert great energies to remain at Falrfteld.
7. The departments of History and Politics each should institute as soon as is practical several elective courses in Asian
and African economics, social, military, religious, and political
history. History and Politics majors should have some knowledge
of Asia and Africa, in addition to Europe, the United States, and
Latin America.

These are seven areas in which the Executive BOard and I
feel there should be changes in the academic life of Fairfield University. We realize that there are strong arguments for and against
each statement above, but we also believe that the time for
dialogue has come, and we know that the faculty Js anxious to
discuss such things as we have suggested. We urge the students
to talk among themselves and to their professors about our proposals, so that we can become united for change.

THE COLLEGE KEY PRESENTS
EASTER

"COLLEGE WEEK"
IN

BERMUDA
APRIL 5th -

$17 5
$239

12th, 1969

Round Trip Jet
Stay At Bermuda Guest House
Daily Bermuda Breakfast
Round Trip Jet
St~a~~Top Of The Town Or Sherwood

Two types of courses will be
offered, Intermediate Culture
and Conversation, taught by Dr.
Bukvic, Professor Kolakowski
and Rev. Victor LeeDer, S.J . the other, Advanced Culture
and Conversation, on the graduate level, taught by a native
professor. To allow ample time
for personal cultural endeavors
and to make the learning of
German, French, and Spanish
a living, experiential accomplishment, classes will be held
only in the mornings, from
Monday through Thursday, for
three hours each for a period
of five weeks.

Though it appea.rs to be "business aa usual" at the Unlvenlty
Bookstore, much student c ritlclam has been focused on the
store's high prices and limlted stock thla put week.

Bookstore Clarifies
Student Criticism
By BOBERT BURGE SS

"The archaic management of the Fairfield Universi~y J3ookstore is a self-defeating system. The fact
that 1t 1s run by a private concession necessitates the
pol~cy .of attaining maximum profits, the burden of
wh1ch 1s borne by the students." This statement of disExteulve TraveJJna'
approval
about the Fairfield University Bookstore was
Six credits will be given for
at
the concession by Thomas L. Conroy '71 and
leveled
each course. This scheduling
Richard
F.
Militello '71, in a letter to The Sta~ last
will provide an opportunity for week.

reasonably extensive traveling
on weekends and especially for
in-depth appreciation of the cultural and artistic advantages of
the three European capitals
(Paris in fifteen minutes from
Versailles).
In addition, the directors will
organize overnight tours as well
as one-day tours of the important historical, literary and cultural regions of Austria, France,
and Spain. Italy and Yugoslavia
will also be visited by the Vienna groups, as well as Salzburg; Salamanca, Avila, Toledo
and El Escorial by those in
Spain; and the Versallles group
will travel to Reims, the De de
France, and the Chateau country.Two of the seven weeks will
be left free so that students
may devote their time to whatever goals they believe most
advantageous to them individually.
·
Expenses

Though it is too early to give
definite figures on the total cost
of the entire summer session,
the round-trip air fare from
New York to Paris via Pan
American Airlines will be approximately $225.00 and the tuition for the six-credit coursec;
wlll be the same as at Fairfield
during the summer session held
in the United States.
Father Leeber, S.J ., Chairman of the Department of Modern Languages, and Professors
Bukvic and Kolakowski have
each spent several years studying and traveling in Spain,
Austria, and France, respectively. Most recently, Father
Leeber spent this past summer
in Spain as Director of an
NDEA Institute for Spanish
teachers. They can be contacted through Mrs. Rose Pearson
in the Language Laboratory for
further information by those interested either in studying
abroad or in participating in the
Falrfteld flight to Paris.

THE B[ UE BIRD SHOP

Daily Breakfast and Dinner

1310 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECnCUT

For Information & Reservation Call ( 914 J
NE 64141 or see Jack Mara Box 105 Te12552946

Soclel Stetionery end Engr..iftt
Thenlsgiving Cerds

Mrs. Brown, manager of the
Bookstore, was approached in
an effort to clear up the confusion surrounding the operation of the Bookstore. She expressed dismay at the letter
and stated, "I have written a
letter of reply to The Stag inviting the students to come here
(to the bookstore) and watch
its operation for a day.
Main Charges

The two main charges contained in the student letter
were, "Higher price tags are
glued over the publishers' suggested retail value," and "lack
of variety of products for sale
is a reason for these high
prices." In answering the charge
of higher price tags, Mrs.
Brown said, ''The books come
with tags on them directly from
the publishers. The tags are on
the books when we open the
boxes." She went on to say in
reference to theft, "A stude.nt
is going to steal if the prices
are high or low."
Concerning the lack of a variety of items in stock, she answered, "Anyth.ing we don't
have, we try our best to get .
Sometimes they (the students)
don't even ask and I would be
very happy to get things for
the students." She went on to
say, on the subject of the sale
of records, magazines and newspapers, "I'm checking into many
of the things mentioned and
I've found it's difficult to compete with many of the outside
interests in the sale of records."
She pointed eut, also, that

many students receive newspa~ers and magazines in the

mall.

When asked if she thought
the Student Government could
run the bookstore any cheaper
than the company now running
it, she said, "I don't see how
they (Student Government)
could do it. You would have to
have permanent help. For example, the eompany that roanages this bookstore operates
eleven other college bookstores."
Concerning the discount cited
in the student letter, she continued, "Some of these companies are great for telling student governments things and
then not following through on
· them."
Not Feasible
Student Government President Philip Howe was also asked as to the possibility of a
Student Government operated
bookstore. He replied in this
way, "At the present time I
don't think it is very feasiblE'."
He also stressed the fact that
it would require the hiring of
full time help to oversee. Echoing Mrs. Brown's thoughts on
theft, he went on, "Just because it's (the bookstore) run
by the Student Government
doesn't mean the thefts will go
down. I just can't see the reasoning behind that."
Mrs. Brown expressed the
hope that these misunderstandings about bookstore practices
would be rectified soon, saying,
"It's nice to have a friendly
relationship with the students."

Transcendental
Meditation
AS TAUGHT BY
MAHARISHI
MAHESH YOGI
We are pleased to announce the opening
of our Ne'w York Center. For information regarding lectures,
instruction in the technique of Transcendental Meditation
and literature please write or call:
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY
123 EAST 78th STREET, NEW YORK. N. Y. 10021
Telephone (212) 628·9700

Noveml

Academic Revamping
The administration of this university is currently und ertaking a
$16,000,000 capital campaign drive. If all goes well we can look
forward to more students, more buildings, and more "feathers" in
Father Mcinnes' "cap" as the great administrator who raised a magnificent university complex out of the Fairfield wilderness.
Unfortunately, as we have said many times before, buildings
do not make a university. Neither do guest speakers or a good basketball team for that matter. A university is only as good as the
calibre of its students, faculty, and administrative educators.
As far as classroom performance is concerned, we have no reason to complain about the calibre of most of our faculty members.
The student body also, in spite of itself, is above average. But what
about our administrative educators?
If Father Coughlin and Dr. Murphy consider themselves as such
they had better think twice. There seems t o be a noticeable lack of
imaginative outlook in this university's educational system, save the
honors program.
We find it strange that conformity in student dress upsets high
officials more than educational conformity. If this administration is
really concerned about innovation, we suggest they look at their own
performance. The students are tired of "ivy" imitations and assorted
promotional gimmicks. Let's stop trying to become "the Notre Dame
of the East" or Connecticut's B.C. and start becoming an independent,
innovative Fairfield University.
In t his week's issue there is a concrete proposal submitted by
Student Government President Philip Howe and the Executive Board
that provides suggestions for needed revamping of Fairfield's academic life. We wholeheartedly endorse these sugg'estions and commend the proponents of this proposal. Along with them. we ursre
serious administration consideration, and faculty and student approval.

Bumbling The Issue
Yale University made another "contribution to the generations
with its customary Brian Dowling efficiency last week with
Its announcement of undergraduate enrollment of women. After a
~ublicly-atated attempt to coalesce with Vassar fizzled, Yale drew up
Its o~n plan, submitted it successfully to its Corporation, and got
unammous faculty approval. All this right in the wake of a atudentaponaored experimental week in coeducation.
. Her~, a mere twenty-five miles to the west, our customary inertia
reigns .. L1ke it o~ not, our administration gives the impression of
bumbhng on the Issue. Beneath a mist of secrecy it insists that some
type of sch?ol will arrive here someday and st~y somewhere - a
message ne1the_r substantive, reassuring, nor articulate. Refusal to
nam~ ~he c~nd1date schools must be taken to mean that either our
Admm1strabon lacks Yale's self-confidence or girls' schools are
~hea d "

URE Of EXAMS :
P~S

-

FAIL.

ashamed to have public dealings with us. Some comprehensive plan
should be made public now.
As for the students, they could not even get together to articulate
a definite "Yes" to the idea as late as twQ years ago. Student opinion
has probably shifted sufficiently towards the center from the right
to make plain that coeducation is popular now, but then again
the Administration has always made it publicly. plain that student
opinion does not really matter. This oompares unfavorably with Kingman Brewster's ready accommodations to t he student fears expressed
in last week's Yale Daily News poll. We certainly see no students
sponsoring experimental weeks in coeducation, dQ we? And so it is
that the coming of girls may remove one of the more obvious sour
connotations to "Stag," but the manner in which it is being established here, without proper discussion between all factions, certainly
seems to outweigh the more obvious a dvantages.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

An Invitation
To the Editor:
In a sin<:ere effort to clear up the
erroneous statements that appeared in
a letter to the editor of this paper on
November 13th, we would like to invite
both Mr. Conroy and Mr. Militello tp
spend an afternoon in the Bookstore,
where )'OU can familiarize yourselves
with its operations and ppllcies. We can
assure you that any and all questions
that you may have will be answered.
As we are assuming that you possess
a desire to learn the facts of the total
operation of the Bookstore, we hope to
be hearing from you both before the
week Is over.
Anxiously,
Helen c. Brown
The Management

• • •

Disturbing Attitude
To the Editor:
I was sorely disturbed by the attitude
demonstrated by Mr. Robert K. Griffin
as reported In your article of November
13. Apparently Mr. GrUfin's concept of
education is the most narrow possible,
le. pencil, paper, and books. He doesn't
think "it is the school's duty to provide
a place to bring or entertain girls." Why
not? Is it not the J esuit ideal to educate
the whole man, intellectually, morally,
and socially? Then why pursue a policy

l

of parietals that discourages informal
and congenial socializing between stud·
ents and their girl friends in the privacy
and comfort of their own rooms. Surely
an enlightened policy on parietals could
only improve the awkward social situat·
ion on campus.

Following his stand on parietals, Mr.
Griffin gave an interesting explanation
for the 'open door• policy. He said "it is
not in any way intended to regulate or
legislate your morals" and "if your want
to shack up with someone you can find
a place whether or not you are home
or here" and "you owe it to her to respect her position." Mr. Griffin's apparent lack of concern for Stag morals Is
betrayed by his last two statements. He
obviously doesn't feel that a Stag can
respect a girl without having Fairfield
tell him he must. Thus the doors remain
open in salute to the "position" of femininity.
Now comes a most startling revelation.
When asked if the school were placing
too much emphasis on outside opinion,
Mr. Griffin replied, "If I were catering
to the worst possible opinions, there
would be no student handbook." This
is the heart of the Fairfield dilemma. The
administration is too concerned with opinion to be concerned with the needs and
wants of the students. U the United States
Congress heeded the worst possibl~ opin·
Ion there would be no Civil Rights Act.
Instead, they listened to better opinions.
CoaUned oa Pap '7

I
The
Other
Side
I
Limited Student MOvem·e nt·
Analysii

By .JULIUS LESTER
/
The GUARD IAN - College Preea Service

A student movement has its own builtrin limitations, both in tenns of how

much it can do and how much it can understand. In some ways, a student movement tends to be artificial, because the student lives in an artificial environmentrthe university. Thus, it is .natural that a student movement generally concerns itself
with issues that the majority of society has hardly any time at aU to be concerned
about. This is good to a point. Without the student demonstrations against the
war, there would've have been no antiwar movement. Without student consciousness of racism, blacks would be even more isolated and vulnerable to attack.
A student movement evolves

to an inevitable point where It

realizes that wars and racism
are the manifestations of an inhuman system and If wars and
racism are going to be stopped,
the system itself must be stopped and another · created. And
it is at this point that a student
movement reaches the boundaries of its Inherent limitations.
When this juncture is reached,
the student movement finds its
members becoming increasingly
frustrated and the movement
seeks to relieve that frustration
through activism and/or by
turning · its attention to changing the students' immediate environment, the university.
A student mavement which
concerns itself with bringing
about changes within the university is engaging in an act
which can have all the ap~ar
ances of being important, while
being, in essence, quite "!Dim·
portant. Regardless of how unending one's stay in a university may seem, the fact yet remains that after four years of
serving time, the student leaves.
'lbe university Is a temporary
society for most· who live within
its confines and as such, any
radical activity aimed at it is
of limited value.
Because the university Is a
temporary society, any movement coming from it is in danger of being temporary. The
next student generation may
have more traditional interests
than the one which kept the
campus in an uproar during the
preceding four years. And while
student movements are characterized by a great willingness
to confront the reigning social
a1Jthority, tpere is nothing inherent in a student movement
that will insure its evolution
into a radical movement once
the students leave the university.
Perhaps the greatest liability
of a student movement Is that it
is only able to speak to other
students. While this is of limited value, the fact still remains
that there is perhaps no group
more po'Nerless than students.
Not only are students without
power, the instruments of power are not even p·a rt of their
world. If all students went on
strike, it wouldn't cause the society to pause in Its step. The
most that a student movement
'1! ELECTION
Roaalcl Dukeuld, Electiooa
Oommlttee Cbalrmall. hu announced tba* the elecUon for
Ule offtee of secretary of Ute
Clau of 197! wiD be re-run
today.

VoUng will take place from
11 :so a.m. to 1:00 p.m. m front
of the Campus Oeater Mall
Boom.

can do is to disrupt. 'lbe power
to disrupt, however, cannot be
equated with the power to make
a revolution. A student movement is only a revolutionary
force when it can act as an adjunct with other forces in the
society. It is needless to say
that such a situation does not
presently exist.
When student radicals leave
the campus, they can avoid
coming into direct contact with
other forces in the society by
creating their own little worlds
where they continue to live with
each other, talk only to each
other .and remain unconcerned
about the concrete problems
which most people have to face.
The student radical is never
heard talking about a rise in
the price of milk, new taxes,
real wages or doctor bills. 'lbe
student radical creates his own
society in which money is not
an overriding problem and because it isn't, the student radical thinks that revolution is all
about love, because he has time
to think about love. Everybody
else is thinking about survival.
No matter how radical a student may be, his radicalism remains virgin until he has had
to face the basic problems
which everyone in the society
bas to face - paying the rent
every month. It is easy to be
radical when someone else is
underwriting it. It is all too
easy to belittle the Wallacesupporting factory worker when

one does not know the constant
economic insecurity and fear
under which that factory worker lives.
While the goal of revolution
is the creation of the new man,

people turn to revolution when
that tecomes the only means of
satisfying their material needs.
They do not become revolutionaries because of any ideas about
the new man.
The student radical has to
become an everyday radical before he can be totally trusted.
He must know the concrete
problems which face the everyday person. And while such issues as the war In Vietnam, the
repression .of Mexican students
and the invasion of Czechoslovakia are important, revolution
is made from the three eternal
issues - food, clothing and
shelter. Our job is to show
people that they are being robbed of their birthright for a
mess of pottage and that that
is not necessary.
As long as the movement is
dominated by students, the
movement will carry within it
the seeds of its own death. As
long as the student, upon graduation, carries his radicalism
to an apartment three blocks
away from the campus or to
the nation's East Villages where
a thousand others just like him
reside, his radicalism will remain theoretically correct and
pragmatically irrelevant, except
as a gadfly forcing the system
to make minimal reforms.

By I.emenee Prad'homme

Last Wednesday evening I was fortunate to p~cipate in the
Cardinal Key Society panel discussion, "Institutional Catholicism
- Help or Hindrance to Education." The main speakers were
Fr. John Mcintyre, S.J., of the English department, who expounded the Jesuit view of education, and William O'Brien '69 who
opposed with the idea that a Catholic education tends to narrow
the learning process. 'lbe discussion, brOadcast over WVOF and
well-attended for an Oak Room event, was the first in a series
of CKS panels on Catholic Education.
Dr. Donald Coleman of the Philosophy department, representiDft the faculty on the panel; added much to the discussion with
his OJI.PJ'l logical reasoning and perceptive questions. The intellectual I<"i. Mcintyre proved that the best defense is a good offense
as he ably handled questions, both sincerQ and not-so-sincere, from
the panel and the audience. Although no panel could ever hope to
resolv.e such a topic, the discussion did lead some students, myself
included, to think about the education we are getting here at
Fairfield.
I hope that we never become so satisfied with the status quo
that we don't attempt to improve it. There is no Utopian state in
education, and the Catholic university finds itself with the double
task of providing the general education, whether in the liberal
arts or the technical sciences, while maintaining a specific Christian outlook. I feel that if education is to be in fact human, itneeds some point of view from which to start. This viewpoint can
be accepted, _rejected, or not even recognized by the student. But
it does provide a basis. An attempt to give equal time and presentation to all the "isms" that exist would drastically .slow down
the learning process. It would be comparable to trying to read a
novel written in different. languages throughout.
In the classroom, whether a C~tholic institution or State university, the professor will speak only in one "language" - that
of his own particular human frame of reference. In this way he
can best impart the knowledge he is recognized as having. Again
the student is still free to accept or reject what he is taught. But
if the masters or doctorate degree of the instructor is subjugated
to many non-personal points of view, the student will have difficulty in knowing what he is accepting or rejecting.
I have difficulty in coping with anyone who purports to possess
the truth on a particular question. However, some facts must be
presented, or we find ourselves, as Fr. Mcintyre pointed out,
making them up.
·
I've had courses that were distasteful and professors inclined
more towards preaching than teaching. But I feel that many of
the students who would want to take Catholicism (which hasn't
be~n all that imposing) from the classroom and do their own
"thing" are not really interested in giving equal time to all the
"isms." Rather they would like to bE' taught the "ism" of their
choice, which could be very imposing, unless of course, the school
could provide 1,600 different courses.

The Fairfield Merry-Go-Round
By ROBERT MURPHY

As we come to the halfway point in the ftrst semester, the
age old complaint about the academic system becomes a paramount issue in the minds of the student body. The system as it
exists is archaic and unjust to the student and the professor.
I find three basic things wrong with our academic system.
The grading scale, failing systell\, and required courses are in
desperate need of reform.
At present, most professors use a number system for the
entire semester and then convert the final grade into a letter. The
injustice is in the fact that a student who earns an 89 Is given
the same mark as one who earns an 80. The difference in the
two ~arks is obvious. To alleviate this sltuat:on why not add
pluses and minuses to the existing four letters T
My second point is the nonexistent pass-fail system. I feel
that such a program is needed here. 'lbe pressures and stress
produced by the student who is trying to keep up his average by
spending all his time on a subject that will do him no good in
either applying to graduate school or in applying for work are
unnecessary. A pass-fail program has worked at many schools
throughout the country and with the proper orientation can work
here. I feel that the scale for all non-major courses should be:
pass with honor, pass, fail. This would eliminate the main reason
why a student works in a non-major course - the grade, and
would allow both the teacher and the student to approach the
subject matter in a more relaxed and beneficial manner. Under
this system major and non-major courses would be computed

separately to produce two cumulative quality point averages.
The third point is the number and nature of the required
courses at Fairfield. I feel that there are too many and that
their stated purpose is not realized. The fact that every student
is required to minor in Philosophy and that every Roman Catholic is required to carry twelve credits in Theology is going a bit
too far. The courses offered in these departments are, shall I say,
not known for their superiority. In most cases the courses are uninteresting and abvve the average s1udent's head. Courses that
should be taught to those who are truly interested in fully participating in them are shoved down the throats of every student.
This not only creates an atmosphere of animosity, but also a feeling of disinterest on the part of what might be a very interested
student To eorreet tbls 1ltuatlon I suggest ~at the requirements
be reduced to six Philosophy an<1 six Theology with the course~
in each to be decided by the individual student. I further suggest
the elimination of the requirements to take both Music and Art
replacing these with the option to take one or the other.
In conclusion, I think that an Academic Calendar Committee
composed of all three segments of the University should be set up.
This would rectify the problem that exists when holidays are
scheduled at inopportune times. Such a committee could easily be
set up through the Student Government and the Dean's office. .One
additional advantage of such a committee would be the end of the
needless running back and forth done by interested students on
the eve of a projected holiday. Such changes in the system and
the creation of such a committee will work if the concerned
parties take the time and effort to make them work .
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Theatre
By WILLIAM BOBOWICZ
BU~UEL'S "BELLE DE JOUR," FANTASY OR NOT?
Spanish director Luis Bufiuel, age 68, deaf, and an acknowl·
edged alcoholic has aptly ended his career with a bizarre and
erotic study of fantasy in Belle de .Jour, which must be the most
cryptic film of the year.
The story centers on Severine (played by Catherine Denueve)
as the secure and high-bred wife of a successful French doctor.
Not too deeply embedded in Severine's personality are the inhibi·
tions of her childhood seeking the outlet of reality. These ln·
hibitions are brought to the screen by Bu.i'luel in such a way that
the viewer is unable to determine decisivelY which actions are
fantasy and which are real. The audience sees all through the
eyes of Severine.
In the first scene, Severine t'learly imagines herself being
dragged from a carriage by two men who then whip and rape
her. We know this because the scene following is a swift change
to her bedroom where she is chaste and composed. Her husband
then calmly asks, "Severine, what are you thinking about?" She
answers, "About us, in a carriage." But from here on, there is
no clear dichotomy between what Severine is imagining and what
is actually happening. Does she realty work in a brothel? And
what about that scene in the coffin at a royal estate? GraduallY,
through a methodical blending of the real and unreal, a near
perfect continuity is formed, and the viewer becomes increasingly
baffled.
But Bufiuel does not let his film degenerate either into a
mystery or, with his comically erotic scenes, into an exploitation.
Rather, his character has a ravenous need for these perversions.
She needs them to lead her away from a congealing existence.
Neither Bufiuel nor l*verine ever indicate any signs of remorse
for actions, and it seems that Bufiuel has decided to retire on this
amoral note of Joycean or Lawrencean influence.
As one leaves the theatre, he is overwhelmingly perplexed.
What were the contents of that box the huge oriental brought
along for his visit with Severine in the brothel? Was Pierre
(Severine's husband) really paralyzed or was it just more wishful
imagining of his wife? But if the viewer dismisses the film
simply as perplexing, he is doing it an injustice. Buftuel has depicted a morality which fulfills human needs - that makes life
bearable - and the explanation of these mysteries is irrelevant
in this light He has not even explained certain things to Denueve.
Such is Bufiuel and possible explanations for his unpopularity.
However, one can hardly overlook the fact that this rum has run
over six months, and next to The Graduate, it is the longest run·
ning film in New York this year.

A Depiction of

Peace

By STEFAN KOBASA
ID all their whlaperJ.Dr, never a word of peace;
they wW aWl be ploUJ.Dr acalnlt the land's repose.

- Pulm M:JO
(For B . W. B.)

Peace is above politics. That is why politicians cannot achieve it. Chaos has
never been an ideal for any man, just for God. An interesting reversal of philosophy. Nevertheless, if p·e ace has never been experienced, it has, at least, been depicted. One cannot go in search of something without having an idea of what that
something is. So he might recognize it, you see. But reason is not the light. It is t he
bushel.
· Except that Peace is erotic. in that inevitable procession t&The Judson Poets' Theatre is
presently performing Aristophanes' Peace, 1n a new trans·
lation by Timothy Reynolds.
They have called it a musical.
They have made It so, a Gilbert
and Sullivan operetta exagerated beyond belief, with overtures to Carl Orff. Their Muse
bas truly, and brilliantly, been
invoked, but this is the only
divine immanence to man. Art,
at least, is not war.
Intervention of Gocb
But Athens is threatened with
destruction. The problem is, as
in Picasso's GuemJka, that the
gods shall not intervene. They
have an aversion to violence,
it seems, and man has ''onlY
begun to suffer." Peace has been
entombed; War and Disorder
are literally flushing away hu·
manlty. This all generates a
certain concern on the part of
Trygaeus, an Athenian citizen.
In respect for divine innocence,
he succeeds in leaving "God out
of it, just this once." Men will
resurrect Peace. There is no
hubrla If the gods wish to be
passive. And so, Peace is returned. A most romantic accom·
plisbment.

Books

And what is she laughing at?
Surely Aristophanes is a comic
writer; his parodies of Eurl·
pides' "sublime" choruses are
devastating enough, and the
more than cynical portrayal of
the Classical pedant (a dying,
but not yet extinct, breed) in·
flicts mortal wounds. But Peace
is amused in the play, not at it.
That is bewildering before it is
disillusioning. And why is the
Hymn to Athens replaced by a
polyphonous chanting of "America the Beautiful?"
Abundance and Prosperity
are the handmaidens of Peace,
not quite the modern concep.
tion. But that is the only point
that rings false in proposing
that there exists a contemporary allegory within this play.
There is a kind of voyeurism
to the Negro revivalist setting
of the second act, the bystand·
ers looking on at the rape of
Abundance. And her womb can
be stretched only so far. "Let
there be a chicken ln every pot
. . . sometime." But until then,
Peace ls 1n submission, in sterIlization, in castration. Unfor·
tunate, but a practical necessity

ward the equal dlatrlbution of
wealth. There is consolation, o!
a sort, in life. The winter is a
tlme of peace if one can live
through it, and the summer
also, though even leisure is bitter when it is enforced. "Secret
sperm: Despair." What is made
in love is destroyed in war, but
the inverse is also true. Is It
not?
"Poor mortals." Poor poor.
This is America's concession.

Peace must begin at home. We
"want everybody to come to tbe
party." One of the spotlights
passed, unintentionally, over a
pre-Raphaelite figure in stained
glass. Come to the party. The
wedding banquet of democracy
with the guests invited from
off the streets. This is our created paradise. But if one ol the
"invited" is without a weddine·
garment, if be ls not clothed
with our own prejudice, if he
is not white, then he la cast
"out into the darkness, wher e
there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth." But aooll,
the pain shall be brought inside.

Does

SeH-Conscious Frustration

CONSUMER REPORTS
have anything to say
to the student?

By DARRELL DODGZ

You bet it does!

College Preas Service
J ohn Barth Doubl eday, 1968.)

(!;oat In the Funhouae, by

The harried Author addresses his au dience: "The reader! You, dogged, uninsultable, print-oriented bastard." We read on. Has the Author gone mad? The reader? Mad indeed! When the self sees its image reproduced to infinity in a Funhouse's opposite mirrors, it might turn a way pleased by the illusion, or it might
(if it has reason to suspect its own reality) linger and ask, "Which is 'I'?" This
questioning-self-conscious, schizophrenic, and often grotesquely hilarious - is the
essence of John Barth's new collection of 14 stories.
A writer operates just this
side of some dangerous ground,
a twilight zone where words,
himself and his whole purpose
for writing seem intangible, disembodied, even ridiculous. This
time, instead of running from it,
Barth operates, albeit as an
oceanographer o b s e r v e-s the
depths from the safety of a
bathoscaph, and the result - lf
a bit self-indulgent - is fas·
cinating.
The stories follow no linear
pattern (perhaps Barth's an·
swer to McLuhan?) and each
one can only be completely
"read" in the context of the entire book. Stories play off
against, and with, each other
like words in a very tight poem,
yet their complexities create a
rich chaos strung together with
symbol and metaphor.
In "Life Story," the rhetorician's practice of building ,then
bringing together, In high haranque, the essence of his tale,
is ridiculed.
Though many of the stories
are meant for tape - and we

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- have to deal with print - the comes obvious that be and Am·
desired effect of a "Disembodied brose are freaks: siamese twins
A u t h o r i a 1 Voice" can be who cannot live with or withachieved by just keeping the out each other - the narclssic
recorded voice in mind. In his fore, the uncertain aft When
experiments Barth develops the Ambrose finally wanders of! in
authorial voice itself and Am· the Funhouse's ptywood maze brose M--···-, a precocious child, in itself an amazingly complex
who are embodied in the third metaphor - the Author can
main character, an exiled min- o n 1 y report lost Ambrose's
alienated resolution.
strel .
There is a split. Narcisslc
In the beginning was the halfself: a sperm wriggling its way Ambrose's possible cure is the
through a "Night-Sea," to- third-person singular, but to no
wards a feared annihlliation in avail, since "his self object!·
the side of a great sphere. Am- fled's the more enthralling."
brose is born, lives to 13; and The Author in "Title" flounders
then we have "Petition," a in a frustrating self-consciousmysteri.ous letter written by the ness. His language breaks down
sat-on, humiliated, mute half with the knowledge that he
siamese twins, who is connected himself is fiction and can only
by hls stomach to his brother's find solace in the self-victory
Implied in self-defeat.
back. Things fall apart.
Conflict of Conaclence
Undaunted Author forges on,
On a trip to the beach with this tlme clothing himself as
his family, Ambrose (and the Menelaus, but point of view
story) go wildly out of control. overpowers him. Speeches are
CompletelY humiliated, the Au- surrounded by as many as seven
thor can only explain what quotation marks, and we can
should be happening, but it beCoDUaued oa Pap ,
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More Letters to the Editor
Continued from Pace 5
Let us act in .like manner. Better opinions concerning student problems exist
among the students thE'mselves than
among a Jesuit prefect advisory board.
It was this board that whittled down the
student proposals concerning parietals
that was based on a broad student poll
(70% of on-campus students>. It is high
time that student opinion influenced stu·
dent life more than does outside Jesuit
opinion.
Sincer ely.
Donald Malone

•

• •

friend of mine had, at the beginning of
this semester, purchased exactly the
same book (including copyright date)
form our bookstore for $4.95. The price
marked on this particu)ar book like many
others was stamped by the Fairfie1d
Univenity Bookstore. I bate to think that
many of our books have already been
marked up 30% from their usual prices.
I cannot believe any excuse for this
absurd price differ ence. With this in
mind I can only find our bookstore's
integrity extremely suspe<:t - draw your
own conclusions.
Frugally,
E. Paul Baahlan ''71

More Complaints

• • •

To the Editor:
Unfortwlately, last week I came upon
an example which further verified a
complaint made towards our bookstore
in last week's issue of the STAG.
I purchased from a book store in Fairfield a book ordered in a large quantity
by a teacher of mine. The cost of the
book at this bookstore was $3.50. A

Financial Trouble
To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to publicize a plight. Most will no doubt shake
it off as irrelevant as getting up in the
morning, studying, and going back to
sleep. It is. But it that's your day you're
irrelevant.

The Fairfield Hockey Club is in financial trouble. The problem is that we
have not reteived an appropriate grant
from the Student Government. They have
granted us $75. But consider that the
Hcckey Club itself gave the Student
Government $300 in its activities fees .
The Student Government knows the size
of the Hockey Club's budget and how
necessary a grant is to its survival. But
the Student Government in its generosity
granted Social Action, which I assume
is the Y.I.C., $1,000 and WVOF $1,200.
That seems to lack proportion when you
subtract it from the alloted $3.180 which
was divided seven ways. No doubt there
were and are more clubs needing financial aid.
The plight here turns to a plea. I
realize the Student Government is handicapped by the collection of the activities fees. But many of the appropriations seem to me to indicate poor asset
management. Many of the Student Government's major expenses are future.
The Hockey Club's expenses are imme-

Self-Conscious Frustration
CaottDued from Pace 6

sympathize with "Fagged" Telemauchus at story's end. The
Author has lost himself in the
mirror's infinite images.
Mock Epic of the S oul

But paradoxically, there is a
way out of Proteus' final dis·
guise: ''Tile absurd, unending
possibility of love." In the final
story, at least some things are
resolved. Spoken be c om e s
speaker - speaker, self. "An·
onymiad" is the ninth in a
series of amphorae paC'ked with
an exiled ministrel's writing and
set to sea from hls lonely
island. The minstrel succeeds in
freeing himself from the burden ot self-consciousness. In
first person anonymous he asks
of his writing, "Will anyone
have learnt its name? Will
everyone?" but realizes that a

Kirkwood Lecture
OooUDued from Pace 1
Condition
Birtb."

of the Infant at

Dr. Kirkwood fu11Uled his lifelong interest in Arabic affairs
when he became a lecturer in
obstetrics at the American University of Beirut. He was soon
asked to serve as Dean of the
F aculties of Medical Science
and in 1965 be was named
president of the University.

"nameless minstrel wrote it"
and that is all that matters.
Lost in the Funhouse is a
mock epic of the human soul.
Joyce is here, with his "omphalos" and fabricator father (in
this case wicked). The journey-

search of Odysseus is unmistakeable. Metaphor piles on
metaphor and things get tremendously complex. but Barth
never loses control in an exhilaarting display of "passionate virtuosity."

d:ate. Without some substantial aid from
the Student Government what could be
a very successful club will fail before
it's given a chance. I suggest to the
me-mbers of the Student Government
that you could allocate money from the
$3,000 put aside for 'tudent loans or the
$4,000 that Is going to be used for "concerts, mixers, parties, etc." or from
the $3,400 allocated to the Office of Ac:,
tivities, and make available a grant 6r
a loan in expectation of a grant and the
gate receipts of our games. The Student
Government would be negligent and
committing an act of bad faith if it
allowed the Hockey Club to die because
it Jacked a responsible grant. The Student Government might also consider
how they are going to collect the activities fees next year.
(All the facts I've used were taken
from the Student Government budget,
published in "Focus" October 7, 1968).
Yours truly,
David H. Fulton
Secretary of the Fairfiel d University
H ockey Club

Student Life Committee
Continued from Pace 1
including suspension.
After voting on the student
nominations, the Legislature
will act on a "resolution of ad-

herence to the Faculty StudentLite Committee." Philip Howe
believes that this Government
recognition will, if passed,
strengthen the Committee and
make It a more effective body.

res some
sound
financial advice
for liberal
arts
•
maJors.

Profeulooal Appointment.

Bealdes bls etrorts Jn the
fields of medicine and teaching,
he has received other professional appointments including
Commissioner of the Department of Public Health in Massachusetts and Advisor to the
Ministry of Health for the government of Pakistan.
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Cor. Grasmere Ave.
HEALTH , SUPPLIES
Shaving. and Toiletries
DRUGS
Call CL 9-5000

Look into the General Electric Financial Management Program.
. You do~'t have to have an extensive background
m econom1cs or accounting to get into it. All you
have to have is an aptitude for numbers and a
bachelor's degree.
Our Financial Management Program is designed
to do the rest. I t 'll fill in the blanks in your background and, at the same time, give you a chance
to show what you can do on a responsible job.
W hen you finish the program, you'll have a

working knowledge of the basis of every business:
~nee. And that means you'll be qualified to work
m any one of the 170 separate product departments of General Electric.
Our representative will be on campus soon. Why
n ot plan on talking finance with him? It just might
prove profitable.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An equal opportunity employer
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By JOSE PH VALERIO

Sports Editor
As usual, the ever-rational,
t y pi c a l Fairfield University
basketball fan is anxiously
awaiting the start of the 196869 basketball season. Well he
should, for the Stags, naturally,
will fall somewhere short of a
perfect 26-0 season. But such
talk is sheer nonsense for Fairfield was stripped of four starters through graduation last
June, and this season marks the
first collegiate coaching appearance of James Lynam on the
beautiful Connecticut campus.
It is a rare miracle when a
new coach, let alone a rookie
mentor, can lead a team to

heights it has never reached
under the ten-year guise of his
predecessor overnight. Such is
the burden being placed on the
27 year old shoulders of Lynam.
The Stags will go through a rebuilding season, but two former
aces who incurred academic difficulties a few years past have
returned. ·
Brown, Sanabria Return
It is no secret that Jim
Brown and Ricky Sanabria are
expected to bolster the squad's
success. Yet, the St. Joseph's
College (Pa.) alumnus is a real·
ist. "It would be unfair to look
at Jim Brown two years ago
and now," the collegiate-looking
mentor states, "because he is

SIDELINE VIEW
By SHAUN D. HARRINGTON

One sees them at the field near the pond practicing. Occasionally, as when the "A" team defeated Old
Blue, a monumental crowd of one-hundred or so watch
the contestants. However, more often than not, very
few others in the student body realize just what's happening on that sloping field with the cockeyed goal
posts across from the playhouse. At a cursory glance,
the young men wh-o participate in this sport may be
seen in a very unfair way: at practice, dress is composed of a variety of shorts, tee shirts, head bands,
(and in the colder weather) sweat shirts, woolen caps,
and sweat pants. There are no practice uniforms; just
their own grass-stained, perspiration-filled rags.
They are proud. Have you ever heard stories of
those famous Rugby parties? I have too. Lots of beer,
broads, and a helluva lot of fun. They deserve it. The
Ruggers are viewed as somewhat of a phenomenon.
They have been described as a mob, or a rabble of
some sort. And, I will admit one would think so by
viewing that mass of humanity clawing, biting, scratching, ripping, tearing, and pulling each other's limbs
apart. WHY?
Rugby is a town in Warwickshire, central England.
It w!ls he~e that the game of Rugby was initiated by
the mventlve young boys of the Warwickshire school
in 1567. \Yith fifteen plaY:ers ·o n a side, they lateralled,
passed, kicked and earned that funny-looking ovalshaped bap. The objec~ w~s to. score a goal by running
(three pomts) ~ drop-kickmg It through the uprights
(also three pomts), or scoring two points by kicking
through the uprights after a touchdown. It must be
remembered these were young boys, inventive, no
doubt, and exuberant. What is there to do with boyish
exuberance but work it off?
Such is the case with the Fairfield Rugby Club with one exception : these are exuberant young men.
There are many parallels between those boys at the
Warwick~hire s_chool and our own Red Ruggers. Our
men are mvenbve: a club formed on the initiative of
the students in order to aff·o rd young men the. chance
~o work off their boyish exuberance. As much as rugby
~s .kn~wn throughout the world, in the United States
It IS httle known. The Fairfield Ruggers have made it
known ~o many. And they lateral, carry, and kick that
ball as It was done four-hundred and one years ago.
. The external characteristics are very easily descnbed, and one often wonders what makes the Ruggers _go ? Whr do they put themselves t hrough all that
physical pumshment? It would seem there is a very
deep personal pride within these ruggers. To -watch
them on the field of battle, they are vicious -and merciless, and, yet, off the field, they are, f-or the most part
gentlemen. There is a strange mixture here a paradox'
Rugby, ~hat. bruta! physical sport, played by gentle:
men. It Is With pride that I write of the ruggers for
they are a breed to be proud of - a breed that truly
represents Fairfield University.
·
What is the mystique of the game? More and
more you~g men seem t? try out f.or the club every
rear. Possibly, per~aps, It is that the game of Rugby
IS a paradox. Certamly, the Red Ruggers are a different
breed. A concrete answer or reason for their playing
the game may never be given. Maybe there is no concrete answe~, but, rather, .a multitude of answers. They
are not gettmg paid for their services. (Or are they?)
And! no mat~er how much they are kidded about their
rousmg parties., no one, unless he is completely crazy
plays rugby for a six-pack on a Saturday night.
'

65 pounds heavier." Brown, is
this year's captain, and should
prove to be. the key to the
combo's success. Brown is now
a different and, perhaps, better
ballplayer, although he has lost
a great deal of speed and quickness. Sanabria is the other returnee, but Lynam notes, "In·
activity tends to make one
stale."
However, t h e s e excellent
shooters will be playing with a
new cast this winter. This is a
difficult task. It will take time,
patience, and hard work before Lynam's coaching techniques and Stag basketball
fuse. Lynam agrees, "We'll field
five players - a brand new
unit with a brand new
coach." It is difficult then to
mold a group which bas never
been exposed to their coach's
ideas.
Stags wm Preas
Although Brown has slowed
down a bit, Coach Lynam still
hopes to field a contingent
which will run and shoot while
pressing all over the court.
"But," be realistically notes,
"we may not be able to press
as often as I'd like." Playing
another grueling 26 g am e
schedule, L y n a m 's back is
against the wall because only
ten of these contests will be at
home.
Placing third in the N.C.A.A.
tournament at Kansas City in
his sophomore season for the
Hawks of St. Joe's certainly
rates as the highlight of his
playing career. The collegiate
Lynam was also selected as his
team's most valuable player
and shared the 1963 Philadelphia Big Five 1M.V.P. award
with Wally Jones, star guard
for the Philadelphia '76ers.
While in college, the neophyte
coach was also a member of the
Student Court and Sodality,
thereby earning his place in
"Who's Who Among Students in
America's Colleges and Universities."
Upon graduation from the
Jesuit college in 1964, Lynam
guided Lansdale High School to
a 25-14 record before leading
the past three Hawk freshman
clubs to an overall 33-21 record.
His best mark was achieved in
his first season at Landsdale
where be produced an 18-1
slate.
Dloved to ~eld
Mr. Lynam, born and raised
in the Philadelphia area moved
his young family to Fairfield
last August. Coach Lynam and
his wife Kay have been married
for five years and have three
children.
Lynam is confident of a winning season and would love to
make a post season tourna-
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A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES
Just 5 Minutes from C empus
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Youthtul J ames Lyuam dribbles before practice.

ment in his initial year. If he
should fail in his latter goal,
a great many fans will be disappointed. However. disappointment and frustration should no
longer be synonymous at Fair-

field. The fans• stayed by
former Coach George Bisacca's
side in their ultimate struggle
against St. Bonaventure in last
year's finale. They owe Lynam
the same courtesy and support.

Management opportunity? Sure. Right now! We believe the way to train managers is to let them manage
Right from the start. And it works! Our experience shows
that on the average, our successful college trainee
reaches middle management within 6 months!
. Set your own pace when you join us! We're one of
the world's largest merchandising. food and retailing
organizations - a civilian operation serving Armed
Forces personnel through "PX" and "BX" re tail outlets. And we let you go and grow just as fast as you
want tol That's the way we·ve grown!
we·re looking for bright people in the following field s:
• Buying
• Architecture
• Retailing
• Mechanical Engineering
• Accountlng
• Personnel
• Auditing
• Food Management
• EDP Systems
• Vending Management
• Transportation
• Management Engineering
Our starting salaries and fringe benefits ra nk with
the best-and we offer the opportunity for worldwide
travel, too!
If vou·want to succeed in business at your own rate,
without the ho-hum long wait rou tine. contact your
placement office!
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 22, 1968
Can 't make the interview? Don't sweat it. Write our
College Relations Manager and tell him what you'd like
to do!

ARMY & AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE
Dallas, Texas 75222
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Ca1npion 3, DSP Share Lead Icemen Win Again
ContlDued from Page 10
first of six DSP second-half interceptions. The Frat-men"
then fell victim to penalilies as
two TD passes were called
back - one on an offsides, the
other due to an illegal formation (five men in the backfield) .
A final blow was struck against
DSP when a Dombeck toss was
dropped in the endzone.
Sheehan Stars

Both teams then bounced
back to wins, solidifying their
first place tie. DSP defeated
Loyola 2 (2-7) in a surprisingly
close game, 7-0. Playing on a
muddy field, QB Dombeck hit
Larry Dunn for the 25-yard
tounchdown that won the game.
The frosh threatened when they
reached the Frat 2 yard line
with a first down, late in the
game. DSP dug in to halt the
drive as Bill "Animal" .Sheehan
penetrated the L 2 line twice
to tag losses on QB Dennis De
Angelis.
Campion 3 had an even harder time in oonquering BAK, 7-6.
Doc Dougherty passed to Dan
Ullman for a 10 yard TD and
then the same duo combined for
the extra point, the eventual
margin of victory. The "Baggers" then did what seven other
"B" teams could not - score
on Campion 3. Pat Henry connected with Bill Doerner on a
50-yard bomb. C 3's Dave
Reeves dove to block the crucial
pass on the extra point try,
to preserve the win.
Pla.yOft PossibiLities
In another B tilt, Loyola 3
outlasted New Dorm 1, 6..0.
Three furfeits were also chalked
up last week. The League B
race has now narrowed down to
th~e teams. C 3 and DSP each
have a game remaining as does
Campion 4 (6-1-1). If C 3 and
DSP win they will enter the
championship playoffs. However if one or both lose and C 4
wins, then C 4 will at least tie
for second. The possibilities are:
1. Campion 3 and DSP both
lose and C 4 wins. C 3 and C 4
would then finish 1-2, DSP
would fall to third and be eliminated from playoff contention. 2. DSP would also be eliminated if it lost while both
Campion teams won. 3. A DSP
win coupled with a C 3 loss
and a C 4 win would necessitate
a playoff between C 3 and C 4
for second place. All chances

Explorers Win
CoDti.Dued from Page 10

fumble recovery by Drew Ketterer, the Stags were unable tD
capitalize on LaSalle errors.
Stags· Finlsh 1-6

The contest concluded the
third season of Fairfield football. The t~am established a 1-6
record, losing four games by
one touchdown.
The game also marked the
end of several gridiron careers.
Senior stars Rich Gaeta, the
team's leading ground gainer
who reached his finest running
style this year, John Langan,
the peppery defensive end, and
iron-horse center Mike Jacobs
will graduate in June. Also
leaving is Captain Bill Granata,
who came to the football club
in last year's historic victory
over St. Peter's, and has sfnce
demonstrated the highest caliber of ability seen in club football home or away.

of a playoff are negated if C 4 standings heading into the final
loses or both DSP and C 3 win. week of regular season play:
In League A playoff possibiliLeague A
ties also exist, though somewhat
W
L
T
1e s s
complicated. Fairfield
FF
Beach•
7
1
1
Beach has clinched first place
6
1
2
and Gonzaga 2 and Regis 4 have Gonzaga 2
6
1
2
cinlched a second place tie Re~s 4
5
1
2
(both are 6-1-2) . New Dorm 2 New Dorm 2
4
3
1
(5-1-2) can force a round robin New Dorm 3
5
4
0
playoff tournament with a vic- Campion 2
3
4
0
tory over PKT in their last PKT
Regis
3
2
7
0
game - a tie or loss will eli1
8
0
minate ND 2. Regis 4 earned Re~s 1
Gonzaga
1
1
8
0
its share of the playoff by vir*-clinched first place
tue of a 13-0 win over PKT.
League B
Ed Viola ran five yards for
one tally and passed to Bill
W
L
T
Barrett for Barrett's third TD Campion 3
7
0
1
in the last three games. In the DSP
6
0
2
only other "A" game, Tom Campion 4
6
1
1
Bligh and Mike Madaio com- · BAK
5
3
1
bined for a 60-yard score as New Dorm 1
4
4
0
Bligh passed on the halfback Loyola 3
2
3
2
option play to lead New Dorm Loyola 2
0
2
7
3 to an 8-0 victory over Gonzaga Regis 2
1
6
1
1. Larry Maher led the defense Gonzaga 3
1
7
0
with two interceptions, The New Dorm 4
0
9
0

Conti.Dued from PMe 10
get his seventh goal of the
game, and his third unassisted
one. T ony Ducomb got his second marker of the game at
12:24. He was assisted by Monahan and Sybertz. With defenseman Tony Daur in the penalty
box for cross checking. Sybertz
stole the puck at center ice,
turned on the speed and beat
the Lion goalkeeper to end the
rout at 13:28.
Some of the bright spots for
the Club are the defense, which
made the job of goaltending a
lot easier. The goalies have
allowed only three goals in the
three home games. The line of
Sybertz, at center with Ducmob and Monahan on the
wings accounted for twentythree out of Fairfield's twentyfour points this season. Monahan accounted for ten, Sybertz
for nine and Duoomb for four.
Monahan has also scored twelve
goals in his last two games.

With these pluses, and · he
steady improvement of the
whole team, Fairfield can look
forward to a very productive
hockey season the rest of the
way.

ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION
Cor. Pod Road
and South Benson

Fairfield, CoM.
Phone 259-6472
For Road Service
Tune-Up Is Our Spedality

AM

SERVICE

World's shortest
CPA aptitude
test.

0 Problems stimulate me.
D Problems upset me.

If you want to earn a living in a field that constantly offers new and exciting perspectivesnew problems to solve-consider the work of the
CPA.
A CPA has to grasp the essentials of many
different fields, and have the independence to
form objective opinions about them.
He's more in demand than ever before, by
corporations, non-profit agencies, government
bodies at all levels.
Why? Because the increasing complexity
of business requires new concepts of factgathering, problem-solving, and communication
of economic information.
The CPA, for example, is one of the leaders
in planning new ways to use computer systems.
He might also be called upon to weigh the
relative merits of social programs in terms of
available resources, helping to shape an urban
renewal program.
So if.problems intrigue you, and if you have
aptitude for concentrated, meticulous, creative
thinking, you might make a good CPA- in a public accounting firm, in industry, education or
government. At some point, you might even decide to form a firm of your own.
Talk with your faculty advisor. He can tell
you about the courses that could lead toward a
CPA certificate soon after graduation .. or you
can do graduate work.
You can also learn about the work of a CPA
in a booklet we!ll be glad to send you. Drop a
note or card to: Connecticut Society of CPAs,
179 Allyn St., Suite 501, Hartford,.Conn . 06103.
The Connecticut Societv of Certifjed Public Accountants

1'75 student tickets are now on
sale In the athle tic oftlce for
the Stap season opener a.t
Stonehlll College. 'llicketa are
on sale dally from 1-4:80 p.m.
for the Sunday evenlnr, Decem·
ber 1, 1968

B OCKEJ'
QUEENS COLLEGE
Friday Night -

D ome -

8 :00

~tame.
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Hooters Bag Winning Record
Soccer Team Cards 7-6 Mark;
Comeback Win Over Patterson
By DAVID CAISSE
A high point was reached in
the annals of Fairfield sports
last Saturday when the soccer
team nipped Patterson State
College, 2-1. With this uphill
victory, the Stags achieved the
first winning season in the history of Fairfield University soccer. Their record for the season
was 7-6.
The Stags recovered from .a,
disappointing 4-1 trouncing at
the hands of Stonehill earlier in
the week and came up with
the "must" win. Stonehill won
on a rain-soaked field that left
every player coated with m ud.
The lone Stag goal was scored
by Dan Wilcox. F airfield just
could not mobilize an offense
and made some costly defensive blunders.
Roach, WUcox Combine
Fairfield dominated the first

half of the Patterson State
contest, but was still behind
1-0 late in that half. With
twelve seconds remaining the
Stags gained a corner •kick.
Tim Roach booted the ball in
toward the goal where Dan
Wilcox calmly slammed it past
the goalie oo knot the score.
Fairfield began the second
half in a spirit of exuberance,
with the elusive winning season within their grasp; the
Stags were not going to let
down. Early in the third quarter
Jack Monahan took the ball in
front of the goal and boomed
it over the goalie's head into
the net to put Fairfield ahead to
stay. At this point, Monahan
was mobbea by his appreciative teammates.
The Stag defense was impeccable the rest of the way.
Hustling play. on defense was
exhibited by Tom Moylan, Don

LaSalle Shocks
Stag Gridders 12-7
By WILLIAM A.
D' ALESSANDRO
The young Football Stags,
who have learned to live with
themselves during this 1968
season, experienced just one
more way to lose Saturday, as
they watched LaSalle College
strike back with one minute
and twenty seconds remaining
in the game to steal a 12-7
victory.
The Explorer's winning touchdown drive began with three
minutes left in the final quarter.
LaSalle went 68 yards in seven
plays, scoring on a refined allyoop pass from quarterback
Mac Hickey to 6'2" Don Thurlow for thirty yards and the
winning points.
Piazza Scores
This blow came less than
thret> minutes after the Stags,
battling to get on the scoreboard, scored 13 minutes into
the fourth quarter on a perfect
35 yard pass from Frank

Schultz to Bob Piazza who
raced over from the five. The
touchdown came after a 21 yard
sideline catch by Van Muller.
Kevin Murphy kicked the extra
point which cleraed the bar by
two inches and gave the Stags
a thrilling, but short-lived, 7-6
lead. LaSalle, however, with
the spectre of oblivian facing
their ill-financed Football Club,
delayed that fate by pulling out
their first win in the waning
seconds.
LaSalle Scores First
The Explorers' initial touchdown, the first since longer than
the oldest fan could remember,
happened in the second quarter
when fullback J ohn Kent took
a flare pass nineteen yards into
the end-zone to give LaSalle a
6-0 lead which stood until the
fireworks started late in the
game.
Despite intreceptions by John
Moriarty and Pete Hallas, and a
Con tinued on Page 9

Tom Moylan, star of the strong Fal:.rfield defense, kicks the
ball up-field In an early season encounter.

Mon,a han's 7 Goals

Rips Columbia, 12·1
By STEVE DAUR

Friday evenings are becoming
quite profitable for the Fairfield Hockey Club. This past
Friday they completely destroyed the Columbia University
Lions by the score of 12-1. The
Stags played their neighboring
rival, University of Bridgeport
last night and will hit the
ice this Friday when they play
Queens College. Both are home
games, and will be played at

Campion 3, DSP Share Lead
By BILL WARNKEN
In last week's intramural play
the contest between Campion 3
and DSP was expectP.d to snap
their season-long first place
deadlock. Instead, their 0-0 tie
served to tighten the already
cluttered League B race. Campion 3 entered last Monday's
game undefeated and untied,
and, more impressively, unscored upon. The DSP owed its
share of first place with a

6-0-1 record while Campion 3
boasted a 6-0-0 mark.
The opening kick-off proved
to be almost fatal for DSP, as
Campion 3's Tom Eaton n arrowly missed ret\}rning it for a
TD, being stopped by the last
man in his way, Bill "Porker"
Smith, Campion 3 maintained
the momentum imparted by the
return as they constantly pressed the DSP's "Doomsday Defense" but were unable to score.

Mcinerney, and c o u n t 1 e s s
others. In general, it was a
team effort all the way.
Season Reviewed
The season as a whole was
an exciting battle from the outset. The Stags scored 33 goals
in all while relinquishing 30 to
their opponents. The top scorers
were Jack Monahan with eight
goals, Dan Wilcox with seven,
and Roland Corbin \vith five;
all are sophomores who will return next year. Tim Roach led
the Stags in assists with ten.
Two triumphs stand out over
the season. These were a 6-0
pasting of We s tern New
England followed by a 5-0 romp
over Monmouth. These victories
gave the Stags m uch confidence.
Other big victories were those
over Fordham, 3-2, and St.
Peter's by the score of 5-1.
There were also some disappointing losses. The toughest
loss was to Marist, 3-2, in overtime. The most outstanding loss
was a crushing 7-0 defeat at the
hands of Fairleigh Dickenson.
The Stags played well in losing
to Eastern Connetcicut, the New
England champions, by the
score of 3-1.
Stars on defense throughout
the year were senior Tom
"Bear" Moylan and sophomore
goalie Gary Dayon. There were
seven sophomores on the starting squad and much promise
for the future is shown. A meetIng will be held this week to
choose captains for next year's
team.

Bob Archianni of C 3 inter~
cepted a Chuck Dombeck pass
and C 3 again had good field
position. That series of downs
ended just short of the goal line
and DSP took over.
Campion 3 Immediately penetrated to register what appeared to be a safety - but it was
nullified by an offsides penalty.
In the second-half DSP dominated play a.fter Smith choked
Oontlnued. on Pace 9

Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport at 8 :00 p.m.
Jimmy Monahan s tar t e d
where he left off last week at
6:29 of the first period with the
help of Ted Sybertz when he
started the scoring. This was
the first of seven goals which
Monahan was to score in the
game. Two minutes and six
seconds - later Tony Ducomb
scored after being fed by Monahan and Sybertz. The Ivy Leaguers were totally outclassed
during the period, for they managed but three shots to Fairfield's eighteen.
Stags Domlna.te
Thr second period was played
almost totally in the Columbia
end of the rink, with the Stags
making good on six out of
twenty-seven shots. Monahan
hit again at 4:41. Helping him,
as usual, were Sybertz and Ducomb. At 5:26 Sybertz stole a
loose pass and scooted in unmolested to record his first
goal of the game. For the next
seven minutes Jim Monahan
completely dominated the game,
by scoring four times in a row.
At 6:24 he took a pinpoint pass

from Sybertz and beat the Blue
goaler, who despite the score
played a tremendous game because the men in red had an
astonishing total of sixty-five
shots on goal.
Monahan then picked up two
unassisted goals by virtue of
his forechecking, when he
picked up loose pucks at 9:50
and 12:23 and ripped the cords
behind the bedazzled Columbia
goal tender. He closed out the
period at 13:03 when he, set
up by Ducomb and Sybertz,
again turned on the red light
behind the Columbian goal.
Columbia. Scores
The lee had barely dried in
the third period when Sybertz
resumed the rout at 0:37 with
assists from Captain Tony Hartigan and the ever-present
Monahan. Columbia finally was
able to capitalize on a Fairfield
defensive lapse when Guy Laflamme, the Fairfield goalie,
was left at the mercy of three
intruders. The goal was scored
by Hamill from Hawco and
Miller.
Monahan came right back to
Ooatlnued OD Pap 8

